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Acefast Z4 GaN PD218W Black Wall Charger
The Acefast Z4 wall charger is the perfect solution for those who value fast and efficient charging for their devices. It offers 4 charging
modes that you can switch between as needed and utilizes GaN (Gallium Nitride) technology for exceptional efficiency. The maximum
charging power is an impressive 218W, making it suitable for even the most demanding devices.
 
Maximum Performance in a Compact Form
The Acefast Z4 uses advanced Gallium Nitride (GaN) technology, allowing it to achieve significantly higher performance and power while
maintaining  a  compact  size.  Furthermore,  GaN  technology  generates  lower  temperatures,  resulting  in  higher  efficiency  and  device
safety.
 
Faster Charging Than Ever
Now, charging your devices will take even less time! With four different charging modes, this versatile charger can deliver a maximum
power of up to 218W, adapting to the specific requirements of your devices. Moreover, the charger is equipped with a display that shows
the voltage and power status of each port in real-time, providing full control over the charging process.
 
One Charger for All Devices
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With the Acefast Z4 wall charger, you can charge up to four devices simultaneously, making it an ideal solution for multitasking users.
Whether it's a smartphone, tablet, laptop, or any other device, the charger will provide the necessary power to quickly charge each of
them.
 
Safety First
Charge your  devices without  worrying about  their  safety.  The Acefast  Z4 charger  comes with  built-in  multiple  protections that  ensure
comprehensive protection against potential threats. It  effectively guards against overcurrent, overvoltage, overcharging, short circuits,
and overheating.
 
 
 
Manufacturer
Acefast
Model
Z4
Color
Black
Output Power
Mode A: C1+C2+C3+A1=100W+65W+30W+18W; 
Mode B: C1+C2+C3+A1=65W+65W+65W+18W; 
Model C: C1+C2+A1=100W+100W+18W; 
Mode D: C1+C2+C3=100W+100W+18W.
Material
PC (Polycarbonate)
Dimensions
102.5 x 93 x 44.5 mm
Weight
655 g
Cable Length
1.5 m

Preço:

€ 104.60

Acessórios para telemóveis, Carregadores, Wall chargers
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